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NEWS BRIEFING

Myanmar - Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and Myanmar’s agricultural research de-
partment are set to implement a genomic rice breeding initiative.
In the five-year span, research institutions in both countries will carry out joint activities to create 
promising rice lines suitable to rain-fed lowlands and uplands, as well as to enhance Myanmar’s existing 
breeding method. On the Japanese side, the agriculture faculty at Kyushu University and the bioscience 
and biotechnology centre at Nagoya University are involved.
 Read more

Indonesia - The Indonesian government issued a permit in January for 500,000 tonnes of rice imports 
to improve local supplies and cool prices. * Bulog was in talks with eight companies for the supply of 
346,000 tonnes of grain, for arrival in Indonesia by Feb. 28, after an international tender in January 
* However, several suppliers from Pakistan dropped out during price negotiations, Bulog corporate 
secretary Siti Kuwati said in the statement on Wednesday, citing “time constraints”. Read more

Cambodia - The government has disbursed 
more than $30 million in loans to build silos, 
depots and warehouses in four rice-growing 
provinces – Battambang, Kampong Thom, Prey 
Veng and Takeo.
 Read more

Philippine - The Philippines must import rice 
soon to avert spikes in the price of the staple 
and prevent unscrupulous traders from taking 
advantage of the diminishing stockpile of the 
National Food Authority (NFA), local rice retailers 
said on Wednesday. Read more

China - The team developed a new hybrid strain 
that, last year, yielded 17.2 tons of unhulled rice 
per hectare. That is nearly triple the average yield 
for rice in Japan. It even beats the 10-ton average 
in Australia -- the world leader in rice productivity, 
thanks to its abundant sunshine and sophisticated 
irrigation technology. Read more

Iraq - Iraq has launched a global tender to buy at 
least 30,000 tonnes of rice, European traders said 
on Thursday. Tender closing date is December 20 
Bids must be valid until December 25th, traders 
said. A new tender was expected after Iraq stopped 
buying in a previous tender for 30,000 tons of rice 
that was closed in early December. Read more

Philippine - Agriculture Secretary Manny 
Piñol yesterday belied reports that the country is 
suffering from a rice shortage and blamed cartels 
for allegedly “maneuvering” prices in the market.
Contrary to reports, there is no shortfall in the rice 
supply in the country, Secretary Piñol said.  “In fact, 
our stocks are enough for our consumption for the 
next 96 days.” Read more

Japan - The marketing strategy of selling rice 
in small volumes has recently been successful 
in Japan on the back of a rise in the number of 
one-person households and small families. 
Read more

Philippine - The Philippines is facing no urgency 
to import rice despite a fall in stocks at the state 
grains agency to the lowest level in over two 
decades, an official at a government panel that 
decides on imports said on Wednesday (07/02).

The state grains procurement agency, the National 
Food Authority (NFA), said last month it hoped to 
import 250,000 tons of rice as soon as possible to 
replenish thinning stockpiles at one of the world’s 
top rice buyers. Read more

Cambodia - Cambodia is considering a proposal 
by China to use the yuan currency instead of the 
U.S. dollar for bilateral trade, a spokesman for 
Cambodia’s commerce ministry said on Tuesday, 
the latest sign of strengthening ties between the 
two countries. Read more

Vietnam - An estimated 524,000 tonnes of 
rice was exported in January, bringing home 249 
million USD, reported the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Rural Development.
The figures represented rises of 56.5 percent in 
volume and 74.2 percent in value as compared 
with the same month in 2017. Read more

Vietnam - Vietnam shipped nearly 6 million 
tones of rice in 2017, up one million tones 
compared to the year before. Continuing the 
success, since the beginning of 2018, many enter-
prises have earned high price orders, helping to 
increase the domestic rice prices by 30 percent. 
Read more

Philippine - Malacañang has approved the im-
portation of 250,000 metric tons (MT) of rice in a 
bid to address the shortage in the inventory of the 
National Food Authority (NFA).
Presidential spokesman Harry Roque quoted  
Cabinet Secretary Leoncio Evasco Jr., head of the 
NFA Council, on the approval. Read more

Thailand - Thailand’s Ministry of Commerce has 
prepared a strategy for fruits, planning to propose 
this week or next that the Cabinet supports adding 
value to Thai fruits and stabilize their price.
 Read more

Vietnam - Takenori Ito, CEO of Ajichi Farm, 
visited Vietnam almost every month to ensure that 
strict soil management and other cultivation tech-
nologies were being implemented. The company 
also had Vietnamese managers visit paddy fields 
in Fukui. Read more

Bangladesh - Bangladesh will scrap a plan 
to import 150,000 tonnes of rice from Thailand, 
agreed at $465 a tonne in October, head of the 
state grains buyer said on Thursday. Read more

Thailand - According to the Thai Customs De-
partment, Thai rice exports in 2017 reached a 
record 11.6 million metric tons. This is an 18 
percent increase from 2016 due to the recovery 
in parboiled rice exports and the sale of govern-
ment-owned food-quality white and fragrant rice 
stocks. Read more
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Myanmar to adopt genomic rice breeding practices with JICA support Indonesia’s Bulog signs contracts for 281,000 T of rice imports

Rice storage facilities ready next month
Retailers to government: Let NFA import rice Who will feed China? 87-year-old rice expert 

answers the call

IRAQ SUBMITS TENDER TO BUY 30,000 
TONS OF RICE

No rice shortage – Piñol

Rice in Small Amounts Selling Well in Japan

Philippines Sees No Urgency to Import Rice 
Despite Thin Stocks

China urges Cambodia to use yuan in bilateral 
trade

Rice export surges 74.2 percent in January

Vietnam’s rice export to enjoy prosperous year 
in 2018

PH to import 250K tons of rice

Ministry of Commerce expects higher prices for 
rice, fruit this year

Vietnam’s rice paddies offer Japan’s farmers 
chance to grow

Bangladesh to scrap planned rice imports from 
Thailand

USDA Raises Thailand Rice Production By 6 
percent For MY 2017/18

https://www.mmtimes.com/news/myanmar-adopt-genomic-rice-breeding-practices-jica-support.html
http://www.kitco.com/news/2018-02-07/Indonesia-apos-s-Bulog-signs-contracts-for-281-000-T-of-rice-imports.html
http://www.khmertimeskh.com/50105719/rice-storage-facilities-ready-next-month/
https://businessmirror.com.ph/retailers-to-government-let-nfa-import-rice/
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/Economy/Who-will-feed-China-87-year-old-rice-expert-answers-the-call
https://oryza.com/32470/iraq-seeks-buy-30000-tons-rice-tender
https://news.mb.com.ph/2018/02/08/no-rice-shortage-pinol/
https://www.nippon.com/en/genre/economy/l10771/
http://jakartaglobe.id/international/philippines-sees-no-urgency-import-rice-despite-thin-stocks/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cambodia-currency-yuan/china-urges-cambodia-to-use-yuan-in-bilateral-trade-idUSKBN1FQ0KC
https://en.vietnamplus.vn/rice-export-surges-742-percent-in-january/125972.vnp
http://english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/business/195168/vietnam-s-rice-export-to-enjoy-prosperous-year-in-2018.html
http://www.malaya.com.ph/business-news/business/ph-import-250k-tons-rice
https://news.thaivisa.com/article/15842/thai-commerce-min-expects-higher-prices-for-rice-fruit-this-year
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Trends/Vietnam-s-rice-paddies-offer-Japan-s-farmers-chance-to-grow
https://af.reuters.com/article/commoditiesNews/idAFL4N1PR2VS
https://www.indiainfoline.com/article/capital-market-commodity-futures-pre-session-commentary/commodities-buzz-usda-raises-thailand-rice-production-by-6-percent-for-my-2017-18-118020100470_1.html
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CRF Activities

ការនាំចេញអង្ករកើនឡើងជាង ២៨% ក្នុងខេមករា

ការចុះពិនិតេយចេកលេបៀងស្ថិតតាមពេំដេននេខេត្តព្េេវេង

ការអភិវឌេឍន៍ផេនការមេភស្តុារកម្មនេកម្ពុជា

កិច្ចបេជុំលើកទី៥ក្នុងអាណតិ្តទី២

  សហពន័្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា សូមអបអរសាទរអ្នកនាចំេញអង្ករទាងំអស់ 

កដូ៏េជាកសិករកម្ពុជា េំចោះការចកើនច�ើងនូវបរមិាណនាចំេញអង្ករចៅកានទ់ីផ្សារ

អន្តរជាតិក្នពុងខែមករាឆ្្ន ២ំ០១៨។

ទិន្ននយ័នាចំេញអង្ករពី ចេខាធិការដ្ឋា នសេកចេញេូេខតមយួ សសមាបប់ំចពញខបប

បទនាចំេញអង្ករ បានបង្ហា ញថា ការនាចំេញអង្ករចៅកានទី់ផ្សារអន្តរជាតិមានកំចណើ ន

គួរឲ្យកតសំ់គាេ់ រហូតដេ់ ២៨,៣០% ក្នពុងខែ មករាឆ្្ន ២ំ០១៨ចធៀបនឹងរយៈចពេ

ដូេគា្ន  កាេពីឆ្្ន ២ំ០១៧។

ទិន្ននយ័នាចំេញចនាះ បានបង្ហា ញឲ្យច�ើញថា ការនាចំេញចៅក្នពុងខែមករាឆ្្ន ំ

២០១៨ ចនះ មានបរមិាណ ៦២,៦២៣ ចោន ែណៈការនាចំេញអង្ករកាេពីខែ

មករាឆ្្ន ២ំ០១៧ មានបរមិាណ៤៨,៨២០ ចោន។

          ចៅសពឹកថ្ងៃទី៥ ខែកពុម្ៈ ឆ្្ន ២ំ០១៨ ចោកឧកញ៉ា  វង្ស ប៊ពុនចហង អនពុសបធាន

សហពន័្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា និងជាតំណាងឯកឧត្តមសបធានសហពន័្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា 

និងចោក ឈតិ ប៊ពុន្ន សមាជិកសករុមសបឹកសាភបិាេ សពមទាងំបពុគ្គេិកសបចាតំំបន់

របស់សហពន័្ធ បានេូេរមួការេពុះសតរួតពិនិត្យ ខដេដឹកនាចំដ្យឯកឧត្តម បា៉ា ន 

សូរស័ក្តិ រដឋាមនន្តីសកសួងោណិជ្ជកម្ម ោមសេកផ្្ូវការ និងសេកចេបៀងស្ិតោមសពំខដន

ថនចែត្តថសពខវង។

           ចគាេបំណងថនការេពុះសតរួតពិនិត្យចនះ គឺចដើមបខីសវែងយេ់ពីសកម្មភាពការនាំ

ចេញនាេូំេទំនិញនានា និងភាពអសកម្មនានាខដេចកើតមានច�ើងចៅោមបណា្ត

សេកសពំខដន។

        ចោក យន សពុវណ្ណ  អនពុសបធានគណៈកមា្ម ធិការកាតប់ន្យថ្្ចដើមថនសហពន័្ធ

សសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា និងមនន្តីសសមបសសមរួេសហពន័្ទ បានអច ្្ជ ើញេូេរមួកិេ្ចសបជពុំពិ
ចសគាះចោបេ់ចេើកទី២ ស្តីពី ការអភវិឌ្ឍនខ៍ផ្នការចមភស្តពុភារកម្មចៅកម្ពុជា

(Logistics Master Plan Development in Cambodia) ខដេបានសបសពឹត្តចៅចៅ

ថ្ងៃទី៥ ខែកពុម្ៈ ឆ្្ន ២ំ០១៨ ចៅសណាឋា គារ Raffle Hotel LeRoyal 

ចសកាមអធិបតីភាពឯកឧត្តម ស៊ពុន ចាន់្ ពុេ ចទសរដឋាមនន្តី រដឋាមនន្តីសកសួងសាធារណៈ

ការនិងដឹកជ ្្ជូ ន។

គោលបំណងនៃសកិ្ខាសាលាគ៖ឺ 

១)បង្ហា ញជូននូវពសង្ងរបាយការណ៍េពុងចសកាយ ស្តីពី ការចរៀបេំខផ្នការចមភស្តពុភារកម្ម

២)ពិនិត្យពីសពុសកឹតភាពរបស់ធាតពុេូេនានាខដេបានមកពីភាគីោកព់ន័្ធ 

                 ថ្ងៃទី០៦ខែកពុម្ៈឆ្្ន ២ំ០១៨ចៅការោិេ័យចេខាធិការដ្ឋា នសហពន័្ធសសរូវអង្ករ

កម្ពុជា សករុមសបឹកសាភបិាេេំនួន១៤រូប ក្នពុងេំចណាម១៧រូប បានេូេរមួកិេ្ចសបជពុំសករុមសបឹកសា

ភបិាេចេើកទី៥ ក្នពុងអាណត្តិទី២ ថនសហពន័្ធសសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា ចដើមបពីិនិត្យនិងសចសមេចៅ

ចេើរចបៀបវារៈសំខាន់ៗ  ចសកាយការសចម្ាធមា៉ា កវញិ្ញា តកម្ម កាេពីថ្ងៃទី២២ខែមករាឆ្្ន ំ

២០១៨ចនះ។

រចបៀបវារៈសំខានច់ ្្ត តចេើការពិភាកសាផ្្តេ់ចោបេ់និងសចសមេ ចេើខផ្នការបនា្ទ បនិ់ង

គចសមាង្វកិាសសមាបម់ា៉ា កវញិ្ញា តកម្ម «ម្ះិអង្គរ»។

Visit CRF Facebook or Website

Together! We build our rice sector

https://www.facebook.com/cambodiaricefederation/
crf.org.kh
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Together! We build our rice sector

I CAMBODIAN RICE WEEKLY FOB INDATION PRICE III VIETNAMES RICE WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE

Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant Price (%) Change * Vietmese Long Grain Fragrant Price (%) Change *

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) 870$                    2.4% 1 Long Grain White Rice 5% Broken (IR-36) 415$                    -

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) 850$                    0.6% 2 Long Grain White Rice 100% Broken 350$                    -

3  Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) 780$                    4.0%

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) 770$                    4.1% IV INDIAN RICE FOB INDICATION PRICE

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) 540$                    -4.4% Indian Long Grain White Rice Price (%) Change *

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) 455$                    -1.1% 1 Long Grain White Rice 5% Broken (IR-36) 395$                    -

Cambodian Long Grain White Rice Price (%) Change * 2 Long Grain White Rice 100% Broken 330$                    -

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% 485$                    7.8% Indian Parboiled Rice Price (%) Change *

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% 480$                    7.9% 1 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken (IR-36) 423$                    -

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) 395$                    -8.1%

Cambodian Parboiled Rice Price (%) Change * V PAKISTANI RICE FOB INDICATION PRICE

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken 530$                    1.9% Pakistani Long Grain White Rice Price (%) Change *

1 Long Grain White Rice 5% Broken (IRRI-6) 390$                    -

II THAI RICE WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE 2 Long Grain White Rice 100% Broken 327$                    -

THAI JASMINE RICE Price (%) Change * Pakistani Parboiled Rice Price (%) Change *

1 Thai Hom Mali Rice 100% Grade B 960$                    - 1 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken (IRRI-6) 437$                    -

2 Thai Pathumthani Rice 100% Grade B 660$                    -

VI USA RICE FOB INDICATION PRICE

THAI WHITE RICE Price (%) Change * USA Long Grain White Rice Price (%) Change *

3 Long Grain White Rice 100% Grade B 420$                    - 1 Long Grain White Rice 4% 585$                    -

4 Long Grain White Rice 5% Broken 405$                    -

5 A1 Super 100% Broken 335$                    - Note:  (1) FOB (Free On Board) is the price of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

 (2) The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

THAI PARBOILED RICE Price (%) Change *  (3) For Further Information, Please visit our website : www.crf.org.kh

6 Long Grain Parboiled Rice 5% Broken 430$                    -  (4) Data Sources: CRF's Members, www.ricenewstoday.com

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week

សហពន័្ធស្សវូអង្ករកម្ពុជា
CAMBODIA RICE FEDERATION

RICE QUOTES

Week 05th (29/Jan - 04/ Feb / 2018) UNIT : USD per METRIC TON


